Abstract-We study the feasibility condition for a new IA strategy which is referred to as "Partial Interference Cancelationbased Interference Alignment" (PIC-IA). Unlike the conventional interference alignment (IA) strategy, PIC-IA aims to remove the most significant interference signals, and what we concern about the scheme is how many interference signals can be aligned and canceled for a system. And in the paper, we show that the feasibility is no longer limited by the number of users K. Two typical scenarios are considered in this paper, namely, a single-stream and a multi-stream system. And the graph theory is introduced to investigate the feasibility conditions under both scenarios. Compared with other existing works about the feasibility, our paper considers a more general scenario in which different users can transmit different numbers of data streams and the maximum number of interference streams to be removed for each user can be different. Thus the results are more meaningful to practical systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The idea of interference alignment (IA) represents a major breakthrough in understanding and managing interference for multiuser communication systems. Unlike traditional methods that orthogonalize the channel access to avoid interference, the IA scheme aligns the interference at each receiver to a lower dimensional subspace. In this case, a simple zero-forcing receiver is able to completely remove the interference from all users. This IA strategy achieves much higher capacity than previously believed, and has been proved to be optimal in the Degrees-of-Freedom (DoF) sense [1] , [2] .
Although it is considered as a promising technique to overcome the fundamental bottleneck in wireless systems, a major problem with the IA scheme is that it requires enough signal dimensions at receivers to accommodate the desired signal subspace and the interfering signal subspace. For the timevarying channel, such a high number of dimensions can be achieved by performing symbol extensions [2] , [3] . However, for the constant K-user MIMO interference channel(IFC), the feasibility of IA schemes is highly dependent on the system This work was supported in part by the Important National Science and Technology Specific Projects of China under Grant 2012ZX03004002, and by the Fundamental Research Funds for the Central Universities (China) under Grant ZYGX2010X002.
parameters, e.g. number of users, number of transmit/receive antennas. It was conjectured in [4] and [5] that conventional IA for constant or quasi-static MIMO interference channels cannot achieve a per user DoF greater than (N t +N r )/(K +1) and [5] proved that for constant MIMO interference channels, the total achievable DoF cannot grow linearly with the number of users.
These results suggest that exact IA may not be feasible for a system with fixed numbers of transmit/receive antennas when the number of users grows. To cope with this difficulty, we study a new IA strategy which is called as "partial interference cancelation-based interference alignment" (PIC-IA). Note that due to channel disparity, the received interfering signals have different power levels. Although the interference caused by all users cannot be completely eliminated, we attempt to align and remove the most significant interference signals, with only the weak interference signals remained at each receiver. Other partial interference alignment schemes were also proposed to address the feasibility constraint problem [6] - [10] . Specifically, the work [6] proposed a scheme that aligns certain predetermined interfering transmitters at each receiver and cancels the residual interference based on the constellation map. In another work [7] , an iterative interference mitigation scheme was developed to exploit the effects of different path losses between transmit and receive pairs. Recently, a new kind of partial interference alignment was studied in [8] - [10] , where a special scenario called as the L-interfering model was considered. Nevertheless, in these works, some specific assumptions were adopted for the system, e.g. all transmitters have the same number of data streams and they have a common number of interference signals to be removed. These requirements make the partial interference alignment strategy inapplicable to the complicated practical system. Compared with existing works, the main contributions of this paper lie in the following aspects: firstly, as the first step to the scheme of PIC-IA, we solve the problem of feasibility conditions, that is, how many interference signals could be aligned and canceled. According to our results, we show that the feasibility conditions is not necessarily limited by the number of users K, but depends on the stream number of strong interference signals which need to be removed. Hence through exploiting the channel disparity, the system can potentially accommodate more users. Secondly, we study the feasibility condition in a 978-1-4799-1297-1/14/$31.00 c 2014 IEEE more general scenario where the number of the interference stream for each user may be different. Thus, as the first step to realize the scheme of PIC-IA, the results are more meaningful to practical systems.
Organization: Section II presents the K-user system model and the conventional IA problem. In Section III,we study the strategy of Partial Interference Cancelation-based IA(PIC-IA) and propose its feasibility conditions in both single-stream and multi-stream scenarios. In Section IV, we prove the availability of the feasibility conditions in both scenarios. In Section V, numerical simulations are provided to illustrate that the feasible conditions are available. And the final section gives the conclusion.
II. SYSTEM MODEL Consider a constant MIMO interference channel consisting of K transmitter-receiver pairs. Each transmitter has N t antennas and each receiver has N r antennas. Without loss of generality, we consider the multi-stream case where the jth transmitter sends d j data streams to the corresponding receiver. The signal received at the kth receiver can be expressed as
where y k ∈ C N and z k ∈ C N denote the received signal vector and the additive white Gaussian noise, respectively. The d j × 1 vector s j is the data stream of the jth transmitter, the N t × d j matrix V j is the precoding matrix employed at the jth transmitter for interference alignment purpose, and H k,j represents the constant MIMO channel matrix from transmitter j to receiver k.
At the receiver, say the kth receiver, a N r × d k matrix is the filtering matrix denoted by U k for the transmitted signal s k estimation:
In the conventional IA scheme, in order to eliminate all interference and filter the desired signal at each receiver, the following conditions should be satisfied:
Note that the number of data streams for each transmitter
. As explained in [11] , for MIMO channels without time-extensions, their elements are randomly distributed and if the first condition is satisfied, the second condition will be satisfied with probability 1 since the matrices H k,k do not appear in the first condition.
Then according to [5] , for the case where d k = d for 1 ≤ k ≤ K, and both N t and N r are divisible by d, the proper system for interference alignment satisfies N t + N r ≥ d(K + 1). Otherwise perfect interference alignment cannot be achieved, that is, we cannot find a set of precoding/filtering matrices {V k }, {U k } to satisfy the above conditions. Thus, the number of users is greatly limited and it motivates us to consider a partial interference cancelation scheme where the limitation to the number of users can be avoided even though interference from all users cannot be completely removed.
III. PARTIAL INTERFERENCE CANCELATION-BASED IA
We study a new IA strategy which attempts to align and remove the most significant interference signals at each receiver, while leaving aside the weak interference signals and name this strategy as "Partial Interference Cancelation-based IA" (PIC-IA). PIC-IA is particularly applicable to interference networks in which there is significant power disparity among the interference signals. In practical systems such as cellular networks, some of interfering transmitters may be located close to the receiver (e.g. base station), while others could be far away from the receiver. Therefore the strength of the received interfering signals are unequal. Those strong interference signals are of our concern. The weak interference signals can be treated as noise when extracting the desired signals. Before we develop a method to determine whether an interference signal is strong, we firstly need to know how many interference signals can be considered as strong, which means how many interference signals can be canceled.
A. the interfering matrix
Since what we concern is only the number of strong interference signals, we must figure out which transmitters and receivers they are associated with, a matrix to describe this needs to be set. Here we call it the interfering matrix and it is denoted as In. In the interfering matrix, the element In(k, j) represents the interference signals from the jth transmitter to the kth receiver. If it is considered to be strong, In(k, j) = 1; otherwise, In(k, j) = 0. In order to eliminate these strong interference signals at each receiver, the following conditions should be satisfied
It is obvious that although for some system settings, canceling all interference signals is not feasible, it is possible to eliminate a number of strong interference signals at each receiver. Intuitively, whether the PIC-IA can be achieved or not depends on the number of strong interference streams to be removed at each receiver. Then the issue about the feasibility is equivalent to what conditions should be satisfied for the interfering matrix. The following paragraph will focus on this issue in both single-stream and multi-stream scenarios and draw the conclusion about it.
B. the Number of Equations and Scalar Variables
The feasibility of PIC-IA depends on whether or not we can find a set of precoding/receiving matrices {U k , V j } satisfying the set of equations defined in (4). According to [5, Theorem 2] , for generic channel coefficients, if for any subset of equations defined in (4), the number of variables involved in these equations is no less than the number of equations, then there always exist a set of precoding/filtering matrices satisfying (4). Thus, the first thing is to figure out the number of scalar variables and the relative equations.
Each transmitter and receiver pair satisfying (4) can be called an interfering-pair. In order to figure out the feasibility conditions, we must clarify the number of scalar variables and equations for each interfering-pair. When it comes to the number of scalar variables for each interfering-pair, based on [4] , U k and V j can be linearly transformed, i.e,Ū k =
whose elements can be treated as scalar variables. Then the condition (4) can be rewritten as follows:
Since condition (5) for a certain interfering-pair consists of d k ×d j equations and each of them is represented by a column ofŪ k andV j , every equation has
Then we consider the number of equations that certain variable occurs. Take the scalar variables inŪ k as an example. From the interfering matrix, we can easily know which transmitter would make up an interfering-pair with the kth receiver. Also it is clear that these variables would appear in these respective equations. Thus, 
C. Feasibility of PIC-IA
Based on this result, our objective is to identify sufficient conditions which ensure that for any subset of equations defined in (4), the number of equations is no more than the number of variables involved. The main results are summarized as follows.
Theorem 1: Consider a symmetric and single-stream system with N t transmit antennas and N r receive antennas. We assume a symmetric interfering scenario in which each transmitter is considered as a strong interfering signal by m receivers, and each receiver aims to cancel the largest m interfering signals. In this case, the PIC-IA strategy is feasible for generic channel coefficients if the following condition is satisfied
Proof: See Section IV-B. Theorem 2: Consider a general multi-stream system with N t transmit antennas and N r receive antennas and the jth transmitter sends d j data streams to the desired receiver. The interfering matrix is denoted as In. Then the PIC-IA strategy is feasible for generic channel coefficients if for ∀k, j ∈ {1, 2, , , , K}, the following two conditions are satisfied simultaneously
Proof: See Section IV-C. Remark 1: Both the results are encouraging because in contrast to the conventional IA scheme, the feasibility of PIC-IA is no longer limited by the number of users K. In a Kuser system, the conventional IA tries to align the interference signals from the other K − 1 transmitters. The number of equations to be satisfied increases quadratically with K, while the number of variables grows only linearly with K. That is why the feasibility of the conventional IA is limited by the number of users. For the PIC-IA, however, with the upper bound of equations in feasibility conditions, the number of equations needed to be satisfied is connected with the number of variables. Correspondingly, both the number of equations and variables involved grow linearly with K. Therefore, the number of users is no longer a limiting factor to the feasibility of the PIC-IA scheme.
Remark 2: In the existing works about the L-interfering model (details can be found in [8] ), it requires that all users transmit equal number of data streams and the maximum number of removed interference signals of each user L is fixed. Thus it is difficult to apply it to complicated systems. Even if it is applied, we have to not only figure out the systematic maximum number of interference signals L, but also choose the maximum number of data streams among all the transmitters as the common transmitted data stream number of the whole system. But in our multi-stream scenario, which is based on a more general scenario, these constraints do not exist. Users can choose different number of interference streams as long as they and their associated interference signals can satisfy the corresponding feasibility conditions simultaneously. Thus the feasibility is much more flexible and is applicable to the more complicated system.
IV. PROOFS OF THEOREMS

A. Preliminary
According to (5), each equation defined in (4) is associated with a vector of a receive beamforming matrixŪ k and a vector of a transmit precoding matrixV j which are denoted asū k,a andv j,b respectively. Thus, each equation can be uniquely identified by (k, j, a, b). Let W denote a whole set of the polynomial equations defined in (4), i.e.
In order to prove these two Theorems, we need to show that given the corresponding feasibility conditions, the number of variables involved in any set J ⊂ W is no less than the number of equations in J, i.e.
where |J| denotes the cardinality of J. Since in the set J, the number of variables cannot be decided directly, we have to prove this in another way. We construct a bipartite graph G whose vertices are divided into two disjoint sets X and Y to complete our proofs. In the graph G, each vertex in X corresponds to an equation from W and each vertex in Y corresponds to a scalar variable of the precoding/filtering matrix. If a scalar variable appears in a certain equation, then there is an edge connecting the corresponding vertex in Y to the corresponding vertex in X. Thus, we could conclude that the set X is equivalent to W .
Based on the second property of Lemma1, if there exists a matching M for the set G that saturates all the vertices in X (the detailed definitions of matching will be shown in Lemma 1), the following conclusion can be reached:
In conclusion, our emphasis should be put on proving when the feasibility condition is satisfied, all the vertices in X can be saturated by a matching.
B. Proof of Theorem 1
Note that in a symmetric and single-stream system with N t transmit antennas and N r receive antennas, the number of variables associated with the jth transmit precoding matrix (vector) V j and the kth receive beamforming matrix(vector) U k are equal to N t − 1 and N r − 1, respectively, just as mentioned before. Thus, each equation in J consists of N t + N r − 2 scalar variables, each vertex in X has degree N t + N r − 2. Also, since each receiver cancels m interfering signals which are all 1 dimension and each transmitter causes harmful interference only to m receivers (that is, this signal is considered as a significant interference signal by m receivers), each scalar variable appears in m respective equations, which means that each vertex in Y has degree m (see Fig. 1 for an example of 4-user 2 × 2 interference channel).
Clearly, when m = N t + N r − 2, all vertices in G have identical degree of m. In this case, G is referred to as a mregular bipartite and has a perfect matching (see Lemma 1) . Note that perfect matching always saturates every vertex in X. Thus there exists a matching which saturates all vertices in X. For the case where m < N t + N r − 2, let m 
C. Proof of Theorem 2
For the multi-stream case, the problem becomes more complicated due to the fact that different transmitters have different number of data streams. Hence the degrees of the vertices in X and Y are not necessarily identical. In this case, establishing a perfect matching is impossible. Our objective in the following is to show that all the vertices in X can be saturated by a matching. To this objective, note that for the scalar variables inŪ k andV j , there are
equations associated with each variable in U k andV j , respectively. Thus, the vertices in Y representing the scalar variables in these two matrices have degrees
respectively. On the other hand, for given matricesŪ k and V j , each equation associated with these two matrices has N r + N t − d k − d j scalar variables. Hence the vertices in X representing these equations has degree of
As a result, for a givenŪ k , the minimum degree among all the vertices in X associated withŪ k is equal to
Similarly, the minimum degree associated withV j equals to
In Lemma 2, we proved that if the following condition is satisfied
, ∀k, j ∈ {1, 2, , , , K} (15) then there exists a matching which saturates all vertices in X.
Recalling (11), we arrive at the conclusion that if the above condition (15) is met, for any subset,the number of equations is no greater than the number of scalar variables, in which case the PIC-IA strategy is feasible. The proof is completed here.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We now provide numerical results to illustrate our partial interference cancelation scheme. The scheme follows the distributed algorithm proposed in [12] which is based on the property of reciprocity (details can be found in [12] ). And final results are averaged over one thousand Monte-Carlo independent runs.
In our simulations, we set up a K-user system presented in Section II. The channels between the transmitter and the receiver are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) channels, with entries zero mean unit variance circularly symmetric complex Gaussian. The noise is assumed to be additive white Gaussian noise. In order to show the potential of the PIC-IA, the channel gains of the weak interference channels are all set to be 0 . Hence we have a new K-user interference model with partial interference links available in the network. Fig. 2 plots the sum rates of the PIC-IA in single-stream scenario as a function of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the new K-user MIMO IFC. In reference to Theorem 1, we set N t = 2, N r = 2, K = 4, 5, 6, 7 and m = 2. It could be proved that this system is feasible for PIC-IA according to Theorem 1. And from Fig. 2 , it is clear that the sum rate grows linearly with the number of users in the high SNR regime. 
It is certain that the increased users between K = 4, 5, 6, 7 have the identical interfering situation and they transmit the same number of data streams. And the figure 3 shows that the increased sum rates between K = 4, 5, 6, 7 are same, that is, the sum rate grows linearly with the number of users .
Both the results suggest that by exploiting the channel disparity, the system is able to accommodate more users than previously believed and the feasibility conditions are valid for PIC-IA when the number of users increases.
Comparison with L-interfering model: If the L-interfering model is applied to this multi-stream scenario, the maximum number data streams is 3. And according to [8] , the maximum number of removed interference signals L = 1, that is, the interference alignment cannot work. Thus, just as mentioned in Remark 2, L-interfering model is not applicable for a complicated system.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied the feasibility of a "Partial Interference Cancelation-based Interference Alignment" (PIC-IA) strategy which aims to remove the most significant interference signals. Compared with the conventional IA solutions, this strategy is potential to support more users in the presence of significant channel disparity. And the feasibility issue of this PIC-IA strategy was also studied in a more general case and it can be used in a more complicated system. In the future, we will focus on how to construct the interfering matrix, that is, we will provide a scheme to choose which kind of interference signals should be removed. Proof: The proof can be completed by contradiction. Firstly, let M denote the maximum matching of the graph G. Assume that when the system satisfies the condition (15), there are at least one vertex in X which is M -unsaturated. (For simplicity, the vertices which are M -unsaturated are called non-saturation points in the following part of paragraphs, others are called saturation points).
Therefore, there must be a subset of X, denoted as F , which contains an arbitrary non-saturation points and other points are all saturation points. The non-saturation point are denoted by w. The graph containing F and N (F ) and the edges linking them in G can be called G 1 . According to Lemma 1, it is easy to find that
As for the graph G 2 = (F − w, N (F − w)), since all the vertices are saturation points, it satisfies |F − w| ≤ |N (F − w)|
Meanwhile, the following two equations (20) and (21) 
In addition, just as indicated earlier, the vertices in F − w are all M-saturated, thus for ∀f i ∈ F − w, it can find a vertex, denoted as y(f i ) such that these two vertices are matched under M n (which is the subset of M ). Recalling |N (F −w)| = |F − w|, we can conclude that
Secondly, in the graph G, recalling (15), it is clear that d(f i ) ≥ d(y(f i )), where d(f i ) and d(y(f i )) denote the degrees of f i and y(f i ) respectively.
On one hand, for the vertices of the S − w, their adjacent points in G are all contained in G 2 , thus each vertex of S − w has the same degree in the two graphs, i.e. d ′ (f i ) = d(f i ). On the other hand, recalling the equation |N (F )| = |N (F − w)|, the vertices in the N (F − w) can be divided into two subsets: one (denoted as N 1 ) used to be the set where all the vertices are adjacent to those non-saturation points in G. Then for ∀y(f i ) ∈N 1 , its degree in G 2 is smaller than that in G,
The other subset (denoted as N 2 ) consists of vertices which are only adjacent to the saturation points, where the degree of each vertex is no larger than that in G, i.e. for ∀y(
At last, combining (22)- (25), we can draw the following conclusion:
Since this conclusion contradicts the fact that in the bipartite graph, the total degree of the two point sets are same. Therefore, the original assertion of a random subset contains only one unsaturation point is invalid. It means that there exists no unsaturation point in X. That is, all the vertices in X must be saturated by a matching.
